ABSTRACT

ROLE OF DISTRICT MESUJI LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN CONFLICT RESOLUTION BETWEEN DEVELOPER AND SIMPANG PEMATANG VENDORS

By Septiana Wulandari

The problem research is the conflict between developers and vendors in Simpang Pematang District Mesuji. The purpose research was to determine the causes of conflict between the developer with vendors Simpang Pematang and determine the government's role in resolving the conflict between the developer by vendors Simpang Pematang by mediation and negotiation.

This type of research used in this research is descriptive research. I focus the research on the factors that cause conflict consisting of the difference of interests or goals, individual differences, differences in values and beliefs and the limited resources and the role of local government in solving the conflict Mesuji developers and traders in Simpang Pematang Market in negotiation and mediation.

The results showed that the causes of conflict and the traders in the market developers Simpang Pematang is the divergence of interests and objectives between traders with developers, individual differences, differences in values and beliefs sewrta limited resources in conflict resolution developers and traders in Simpang Pematang Market. Role of Local Government in solving the conflict Mesuji developers and traders in Simpang Pematang Market in negotiation and mediation turns considered some circles still seem half. As a result, enforcement efforts often lead to clashes and physical resistance from the traders. Together with the other components of society, not infrequently traders was actually demonstrated blaspheme government's failure to resolve the conflict between traders and developers in Simpang Pematang Market
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